
Before OS/390 V2R9, HFS sharing was
only possible by mounting a shared
filesystem in read-only (R/O) mode

on all of the sharing systems. Changes to the
filesystem were only possible by unmounting
the filesystem on each system and remounting
it in read-write (R/W) mode on only one of
them. In any event, a system could only access
data residing on file systems defined in its
mount table.

With OS/390 V2R9, HFS sharing was intro-
duced, allowing the sharing of file systems in
R/W mode across several systems and unre-
stricted access to all data regardless of the
filesystem mount point.

The restriction by which no two systems can
share a common file for /etc, /tmp, /var, and /dev
still apply, but thanks to shared HFS support,
these files can be accessed from any system.

HFS Sharing exploits XCF and the concept
of file owner to share HFS files as follows.

The first sharing system joining the SYS-
PLEX mounts the root File (/) and any other
HFS files defined in its BPXPRMxx parmlib
member. A new XCF group is then created
(SYSBPX) and the information regarding the

mount table is stored in the OMVS couple data
set together with the name of the owning image.

As another image joins the SYSPLEX, it
checks whether other images are already con-
nected to the XCF group SYSBPX. If so, it reads
its BPXPRMxx parmlib member and mounts
only those HFS files which are not yet mounted
and for which it is authorized to mount.

As a particular image mounts an HFS
filesystem, that image becomes the owner of
the file (server). It is responsible for servicing
requests from any other participating system
(clients) by reading the data on their behalf
and then forwarding it with the XCF messag-
ing functions. The owner is the only image
allowed to access the data locally. Should the
owning image fail, another participating
image can become the new owner, thus
improving the availability of all filesystems.

The client-server architecture and the con-
cept of “owning image” is also exploited for
the implementation of the Byte Range Lock
Manager (BRLM), used to lock all or part of a
shared file accessed in R/W mode. The lock
manager is initialized by the first system to
enter the SYSPLEX. That system becomes the

owner of the lock manager and all subsequent
locking requests are routed to the system own-
ing the lock manager. If this system fails, a
new BRLM is established by one of the
remaining members and locking can resume
once recovery has completed. Centralized
BRLM is set up by default, although distrib-
uted BRLM can also be initialized, where each
system is responsible for locking requests
regarding locally mounted filesystems.

USING HFS SHARING

To use HFS sharing, a SYSPLEX must
already be in place and a number of actions are
required in order to implement it, summarized
as follows.

1. The BPXCMDS-type coupling data sets
must be allocated, which will hold
information regarding the SYSPLEX-wide
mount table, automount policy and
participating images. They must then be
activated and defined in the COUPLExx
parmlib member. The couple data set
contains the following record types:
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System Record
Images taking part in HFS filesystem sharing

at any one moment
Mount Record
Filesystems mounted across the SYSPLEX

and their owner
Automount Record
Automount policy for the last image that

has joined the SYSPLEX

2. Each participating image’s BPXPRMxx
parmlib member should be modified to
contain at least the following parameters:

SYSPLEX(YES) To make that image join
the HFS sharing

VERSION(‘version’) To cause the VERSION
mountpoint to be dynamically created at
OMVS initialization. Following the IBM
defaults, the version HFS (see later) is then
mounted at the VERSION mountpoint speci-
fied, VERSION being one of its qualifiers.

In addition, all existing mountpoints should
be reviewed to separate those which should
only be mounted locally (NOAUTOMOVE)
from those needed by other systems which
should continue to be available should the
owning image go down (AUTOMOVE).
Starting with z/OS 1.4, you can also decide
which subset of images are allowed to take
over ownership of a file should the owning
system fail.

3. The AUTOMOUNT policy of all
participating systems must be identical.
As each participating system has a
separate /etc filesystem, this can only be
achieved by keeping the files
/etc/auto.master and /etc/u.map
consistent across the SYSPLEX. For the
same reason, the data set name of any
HFS file managed by AUTOMOUNT
should not contain system names. The
delay parameter in the mapping file
should be set to at least 10.

4. If the site wishes to take advantage of
the IBM conventions, a new SYSPLEX
and version HFS file must be allocated
and the existing system-specific HFS
file structure must be fitted into the
SYSPLEX structure designed by IBM.
This can appear quite complex and it is
based on a number of symbolic links
that serve the purpose of maintaining the
typical UNIX file structure while at the
same time allowing the deployment of a
SYSPLEX structure. Some links, like
VERSION and SYSTEM, are

automatically created by OMVS
during initialization.

In particular, the following three HFS files
constitute the building blocks of the overall
structure:

SYSPLEX Root HFS
One per SYSPLEX, contains only links and

mountpoints and is used to redirect general
UNIX directories to system-specific directories.

System-specific HFS
Used to mount system-specific data including

the directories /dev, /tmp, /var/, /etc.
Version HFS
Contains system code and binaries including

the directories .../bin, /usr/, /lib, /opt and /samples.

ADVANTAGES OF HFS SHARING

� Reduced and simplified system
maintenance

No need to make the same configuration
changes across all SYSPLEX members trying
to cope with the difficult task of keeping all
systems alike. One main BPXPRMxx parmlib
member can be used for the whole SYSPLEX.

� Rolling IPLs

As maintenance is applied, a new HFS “ver-
sion” file is created, which can be shared
across the SYSPLEX. Each system can in turn
be IPL’ed or restarted (z/OS 1.4) to come up
with the new maintenance level, simply by
modifying the parameter VERSION in the
BPXPRMxx member.

� Greater data availability

Files can be shared not only in R/O mode,
but also in R/W mode. In the case of system
outages, the HFS file will be randomly taken
over by another member of the SYSPLEX,
thus increasing data availability.

� Greater flexibility

Data could be placed on virtually any of the
sharing systems, thus contributing to filesys-
tem balancing.

� SYSPLEX users can access data
throughout the SYSPLEX

Users whose work spans several systems do
not need to “synchronize” their data or jump
from one system to another in order to view it.

DISADVANTAGES OF HFS
SHARING

Among the negative consequences deriving
from the implementation of HFS sharing, IBM
mentions:

� Increase in XCF traffic

The user data contained in the various
HFS files must be routed from the owning to
the requesting system by means of XCF
messaging functions.

� Increased access time

The time required by a non-owning image
to access data is greater than it would be if the
same data could be accessed locally.

� Increased mount time

In order to keep the SYSPLEX-wide mount
table up to date, each mount incurs the extra
system overhead required to write this infor-
mation into the coupling data set.

In addition, the following, not exactly
minor, disadvantages also need to be taken
into consideration:

� Single-point-of-failure

The root HFS-file becomes a single-point-
of-failure as, in case of failure, all SYSPLEX
images are affected. Even if the root HFS only
contained mountpoints and links (as it should)
and if a backup was readily available, it would
still mean having to IPL or, with z/OS 1.4 or
higher, restart OMVS on each of them. Either
way, this is likely to be unacceptable.

� Increased I/O

As all directories start with root (/), the root
HFS file is continually accessed due to direc-
tory searches. As the owner of the root file
must service all other images, the amount of
local I/O that could take place on the owning
system increases proportionally to the number
of SYSPLEX members sharing the HFS.

� No “logical” SYSPLEX

In order to reduce hardware costs, some
shops divide their “physical SYSPLEX” into
several “logical” SYSPLEXes sharing parmlib
members, SMS pools, JES2 spools, etc. With
HFS sharing, this logical partitioning is not
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possible because the XCF group name SYS-
BPX cannot be customized.

CONCLUSION

As outlined above, considerable advan-
tages are derived from the implementation
of HFS sharing, which make it seem worth
the effort. But some of the disadvantages
appear nonetheless, and it is too high a price
to pay.

Above all, the single-point-of-failure repre-
sented by the shared root file seems hard to
accept, as it is not clear why the SYSPLEX
concept has not been taken a step further by
embracing the use of the coupling facility.

It would be, in fact, highly desirable to be
able to use coupling facility structures for the
shared root file in order to better cope with
increased I/O as well as exploiting the possi-
bility of dynamic switching to secondary
structures in case of failures.

The “logical SYSPLEX” problem could
instead be solved by allowing the specifica-
tion of the XCF group name exactly as it is
already possible for JES2 through the
parameter XCFGRPNM.

This article is based on z/OS 1.4. I’d rec-
ommend confining the implementation of
HFS sharing to a test environment to gather
exposure to HFS sharing while waiting
until these concerns have been addressed by
IBM before making it part of a production
environment.  
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